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We conducted the second on-the-spot investigation in the Okinawa Yanbaru areas for veri-
fying the impact caused by the construction of three forest roads, i.e.  the Tiibana, Iebaru, 
and Sosunakao lines.  This purpose is the same as in the fi rst investigation.  This time we 
specifi cally focused on the following three issues: (1) the width of the Tiibana Forest Road, 
(2) the function of U-shaped ditches installed at the Iebaru Forest Road, and (3) the effect 
on wildlife by constructing the above three forests road near their habitats.  The fi rst issue is 
signifi cant.  If the width is more than 4 meters, the construction of the Tiibana line might re-
quire the conduction of environmental impact assessment under the Okinawa ordinance.  In 
this case the construction could be judged illegal for not having conducted the assessment. 
The second issue relates to the impact on the natural environment around the forest road 
caused by the U-shaped ditches numerously fi xed along the road.  We counted as many as 
16 U-shaped ditches.  The entire number of ditches amounts to 29 in total.  This means that 
at least one ditch per almost 69 meters is installed along the 2 kilometers of the Iebaru For-
est Road.  This is serious because the U-shaped ditches especially damage the small wildlife 
being captured by them.  Also the ditches separate the mountain streams,  with their habitats 
being isolated from each other.  The third issue might trigger the application of various na-
ture protection laws — specifi cally, the Cultural Property Protection Law/Ordinance and the 
Law for the Protection of Endangered Wild Plants and Animals Species— because most pro-
tected wildlife is harmed by the forest road construction close to their habitats.  This means 
that the construction could be regarded as violating the nature protection laws.  The problem 
here is the same as we pointed out in the fi rst report that unnecessary public works have been 
initiated without any environmental impact assessment.  As a result, our investigation again 
predictably revealed much environmental destruction, some of which is presented in this re-
port.  Given that the Yanbaru areas are among the last remaining precious habitats for many 
endangered indigenous species, we conclude that the above construction projects need to 
be stopped, even reversed, in order to prevent species extinction.  We believe that this report 
also reveals the stupidity of Japan’s unnecessary public works.
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3.8　チイバナ橋付近の車道幅員
チイバナ橋詰めから3.4と同じ場所を撮影した
もの。かつてのノグチゲラ営巣木が確認でき
る。営巣木の直近で工事がなされた。林道開設
によるノグチゲラへの影響は明らかである。
撮影日 2008.05.04　場所　チイバナ林道
3.9　車道幅員調査
長さ4mに設定した棒を用意し車道白線の内法
を歩行計測した。
撮影日 2008.03.20　場所　チイバナ林道
3　チイバナ林道の車道幅員
